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First Reeport of a Committee of the British Association for the Advance- 
ment of Science, appointed at Newcastle, to inquire into the Statistics 
of the Collieries upon the Tyne and Wear. 

[Presented and read before the Statistical Section of the British Association, 29th 
Autgust, 1839]. 

As the Secretary of the Committee appointed at the meeting in New- 
castle for the purpose of obtaining statistical returns connected with 
the mineral districts of the north of England, I have to report that the 
subject has occupied much of the attention of several members of the 
committee during the past year, and that preliminary steps have been 
taken for the accomplishment of some of its most important objects. 

In sketching a plan according to which their inquiries were to be 
made, it appeared desirable that the questions they mere to circulate 
should have reference to the three distinct branches of mining, manu- 
facturing, and moral statistics of the strictly mineral districts; and a 
general outline of the whole plan was drawn up by the secretary, and 
printed for circulation among the members of the committee, and others 
to whom the subject was likely to prove interesting, or who might be 
capable of affording additional suggestions to the committee. Of this 
general outline the accompanying paper, marked No. 1, is a copy. 

As many obstacles are foreseen by the committee in collecting the 
desired information on these several topics, it was considered prudent to 
commence by issuing queries connected with the moral statistics of the 
mining villages, with the view of feeling their way, and of gradually 
preparing the minds of the owners of mines and of mining propeity for 
those inquiries regarding the mines themselves, and their prodletions, 
which many of them are apt to regard as likely to interfere with their 
private interests. 

The two sets of queries entitled Stati.stics of a Mining or Pit Village 
(of which copies are herewith sent, marked No. 2 and No. 3) were 
therefore drawn up, and an attempt has been made to obtain returns 
from several localities. The most complete of these returns we have yet 
received, and one which contains a great deal of valuable information, 
is from the villages of Hetton, in the neighbourhood of Durham. The 
papers marked Nos. 4 and 5 are copies of this return.* 

Even to these questions, however, there is an unwillingness on the 
part of many to-return answers; and the statistical section will have 
some idea of the unfounded jealousy which prevails in the minds of 
many from the reply we lhave obtained from a company enmploying nearly 
3000 workmen, that " they wished no person connected withltheir con- 
cern to divulge anything belonging to their works in the form given." 
The return obtained from Hetton, however, encourages us to hope that 
before another meeting of the association we shall be prepared with a 
considerable body of information on this important branch of our 
inquiries. 

The next branch taken up by the committee as least likely to awaken 
* As the papers, Nos. 4 and 5, are the same as Nos. 2 and 3, with the addition of 

the answers from the villages of Hetton, the latter only are insertedl in the Journal, 
and marked Nos. 2 and 3. For the same reason, the paper marked No. 6 in the 
report is omitted, and that marked No. 7 becomes No. 4, while that marked No. 8 
becomes No. 5. 
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opposition was that of the ventilation, drainage, and engineering of the 
mines. The queries marked No. 6* were drawn up on this subject, with 
the assistance of members of the association, in various parts of the 
country, and especially in regard to steam-engines, of Mr. Enys of Corn- 
wall. Mr. Robson, of Hetton colliery, has enabled us to lay before you 
(paper No. 7*) a specimen of the valuable information which these 
queries are likely to elicit. 

In reference to the department of manufacturing statistics (see Ge- 
neral Outline), one set of queries only has yet been drawn up, and 
these have for their subject the present state of the iron trade in the 
north of England. The importance of this branch will be apparent to 
the statistical committee; and it would be very desirable that returns to 
this or similar sets of queries should be procured from the most im- 
portant seats of the iron manufacture. 

In order to obtain these returns the committee have agreed to expend 
a portion of the grant placed at their disposal by the association, in re- 
munerating schoolmasters or other persons who may undertake to fur- 
nish replies to any of the sets of queries, to the amount of from one to 
five pounds, according to the nature of the queries and the value of the 
return. 

The committee begs leave to recommend the queries to the attention 
of the members of the section, and requests them to favour them with 
the communication of any information or suggestions which are likely to 
be of use in perfecting the sets of queries, or in obtaining replies. 

(Signed) JAMES F. W. JOHNSTON. 

Durham, 23rd August, 1839. 

APPENDIX No. l. 
In order to render the information collected on this subject more com- 

plete, and to give it-however imperfect it may for some time be-the 
character of at least a part of the whole-it is proposed to arrange the 
inquiries under the three heads of Mining, Manufacturing, and Moral. 

1. Mining.-Comprehending the geographical extent-relative geo- 
logical position-number of seams or veins-average thickness-quality 
-(if coal, whether fire coal, steam coal, lime coal, gas coal, &c.)- 
variations in the thickness and quality in different localities-nature of 
roof and floor, or of the walls of the vein-absolute contents-probable 
duration-of deposits of coal-ironstone-lead, &c. 

Localities of mines-when commenced-most ancient workings in 
the neighbourhood-date and mode of working, and quantity then 
raised-absolute quantities of mineral now raised. Cost of raising the 
mineral-loss of, on the surfade. Proportion of the entire ore or mi- 
neral left in the mine-peculiarities in situation-mode of working- 
different qualities how disposed of-home consumption-Coast-Lon- 
don-Export (foreign)-distance from port of shipment-conveved by 
canial or railway-the latter worked by inclined planes or locomotives. 
Does the railway belong to the proprietors of the mine-is it carried by 
way-leaves-average cost of way-leaves per mile, or per ton transported. 
Number of workmen (men, women, and boys) above and below ground 

* See previous note. 
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-average earnings. Upper classes of workmen-overmen-superin- 
tendents-under viewers, &c.-how trained and selected. Safety of the 
mines-local difficulties in working-ordinary temperature of, evolu- 
tions of gas-kind and quantity of-number of accidents, &c. &c. 

Faults.-Number and general direction-effects on the position and 
quality of the coal-deteriorated or the contrary-to what extent- 
converted into cannel coal?-(See Murchison's Silurian System, I., 
p. 117, and Reports of the British Association, VI., p. 84, of Abstracts.) 
Water.-Feeders at different depths-quantity and quality of water- 
how removed-by engines or levels-effects of the workings on the ge- 
neral drainage or springs on the surface. Machinery.-Engines em- 
ployed in pumpinig and winding-construction-power-work done- 
fuel consumed-consumption of iron, wood, oil, leather, ropes, kind of 
ropes, &c. &c.-(See De la Beche's Geology of Cornwall, p. 550). 
Capital Invested.-In the mine-in machinery-in means of transport 
-number of horses employed by the mine-tons of shipping, &c. &c. 

2. Manufacturing.-Return of works immediately dependent on 
the mineral richness of the district-smelt mills-iron furnaces- 
glass works-alkali works-of chemical works in general-gas works 
-distinguishing those which work up the raw minerals of the 
district from such as depend on their locality for a supply of fuel only- 
quantity and quality of imported articles, and of the raw produce of the 
district consumed at each-approximate value of these-nature a-nd 
value of manufactured products-where consumed-numbers of work- 
men-average earnings, &c.-healthiness of their employment-prevail- 
ing diseases-comparative longevity, &c. 

State of any of these manufactures, as of those of iron, soda, and glass, 
at different distant periods. Ancient bloomeries-sites-extent-mode 
of smelting-date-owners, &c. &c.-(See Murchison's Silurian Sys- 
tem, I., p. 122). 

N.B. A distinct set of queries must be drawn up for each class of 
works. 

3. Moral.-Including the statistics chiefly of the mining population 
-its amount in general, and in certain limited districts-in certain pit- 
men's villages, for example, on the Tyne and Wear, the Ayre, the Calder, 
the Don, &c., in the mining dales of the Tees, the Allan, the Wear, the 
Swale. Actual and average ages of the working populatioln-number 
of children-state of education-general desire anid facilities for-reli- 
gious persuasion and means of religious instruction-general morality 
-state of crime, against property, against person-habits as to sobriety, 
&c.-size and general cleanliness of their houses-salubrity of the village 
-medical statistics in general-proportioli of disabled workmen-benefit 
and accidelnt societies (statistics of). General Industry.-Age at which 
work is commenced-average period of cessation of labour-number of 
hours employed-actual anid average rates of wages at different ages- 
strikes and combinations.-(See Statistical Society's queries.) Fe- 
males.-Occupation of-do any work about the mines-kind of educa- 
tion they receive-skill in sewing, knitting, cooking, &c. 

On all these and other topics not touched upon in this sketch separate 
sheets of queries must be drawn up-adapted as far as may be to the lo- 
calities for which they are intended. 
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APPENDIX No. 2. 
Statistics of a Mining or Pit Village. 

GENERAL AND EDUCATIONAL. 

What is the general appearance of the village; the locality; the cleanliness; 
wi(dth and (drainage of the streets?-Hetton Colliery workmen's dwellings form 
about 5 villages; about 6 miles east of Durham; generally clean; streets from 7 to 
11 yards wide; properly drained. 

Can you give a plan of the village ?-No. 
What is the l)oplllation; is it entirely a mining population ?-The population of 

these villages in 1831 was 5,887; it is principally a mining one. 
What ntumber of houses does the village contaii ?-1,117 houses. 
How many rooms does each house usually contain ?-The pitmen's houses are 

two rooms, and two rooms and attic. 
In how many instances does more than one family inhabit the same house ?- 

None. 
What is the size of the rooms in general ?-Some 15 and others 16 feet square. 
Are there any instances in wvhich brothers aind sisters sleep in the same bed ? How 

many ? Of what ages P-Yes, uilder 9 years of age there are instances, but not of 
older. 

Are there any instances in which a whole family, or more families than one, 
sleep in the same room ? How many ?-In about six instances a whole family 
sleep in the same room. but in no instances does more than onie family. 

Is personal cleanliniess attended to? -Yes. 
Is there a good supply of water; river or spring ? At what distance ?-Yes, of 

spring water, at short distances. 
What is the general condition of the houses for cleanliness and order ?-Generally 

clean and orderly. 
Have they generally pictures on the walls; of what kind ?,-Yes; scriptural. 
How many houses have gardens attached to them ?-All. 
Are they ornainental gardens, or otherwise; of what size ?-Many are ornamen- 

tal; others vegetable; about 240 square yards. 
Are pigs, poultry, &c., generally kept ?-Yes. 
W'hat increase or decrease has taken place irL the population of the village durilng 

the last ten years ?-Decrease, but trifling. 
An extract from the parish register of the births and deaths during the last two 

years, giviiig the ages ?-Births 379; deaths 228. 
The proportion of marriages annuially to the population ?-About I in 120, or 50 

per annum out of a population of 6000. 
About what age do the miners uisually marry ?-About 23. 
The proportion of legitimate to illegimate births ?-About 20 to 1. 
Do you know if this proportion be greater or less than among the agricultural or 

manut'acturing popuilation of the neighbourhood ? To what extent ?-Less; calnnot 
say to wvhat extent. 

Is the employment of females in the mines supposed to influence the number of 
illegitimate births; or to what cause is the above difference attribuited ?-There are 
nio females employed in the mines here, and this is probably one cause of the differ- 
ence; earlymarriages may be another. 

The proportion of males to females in the village P 
What number of children between the ages of four and fifteen are there in the 

village P-Canniot say. 
WNliat ntumber are receiving inistruction in schools ?-1,281 children receive in- 

struction in schools. 
How many schools are there in the village ?-Fifteen. 
By whom are they supported, or superintended ?-Supported partly by the Hetton 

Coal Company, (to the amount of 361. per annum), and partly by payments made 
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by parties receiving instruction; are superiiutended by masters, &c., on their own 
risk, except in the case of the national school. 

Are they conducted on any particular system ZlI the case of the national school 
they are. 

Are boys and girls eduicated together; and how many of each P-In some cases 
they are, but generally not; there are 785 boys and 496 girls at school. 

How many children above five years of age are able to read and write ?-Forty in 
every hundred. 

How many adults out of one hundred, taken at random, are able to read or 
write. ?-Forty-eight in every hundred. 

What is the average sum paid weekly for the education of each child ?-Fourpence. 
How many attend Sunday-schools; how many attend Stunday-schools, and no 

other P-837 attend Sunday-schools; 408 Sunday-schools, and no other. 
Do boys, after beginning to work, attend any other but the Sunday-schools ?- 

Many attend night-schools. 
How many places of worship are there in the village, and of what sects ?-Ten; 

Established Church, Wesleyans, Primitive Methodists, Baptists, and Wesleyan 
Seceders. 

WVhat may the average attendance at each place of worship be estimated at ?- 
Church 380; Wesleyans 426; Primitive Methodists 370; Baptists 150; Wesleyan 
Seceders 14. 

Are the Sunday-schools attached to the places of worship, anid what average 
number of scholars attends each Sunday-school ?-Sunday-schools are, Church (Na- 
tional) 135; Wesleyans 362; Primitive Methodists 280; Bapytists 60; Wesleyan 
Seceders, no school. 

Do the female children generally learn kniitting, sewing, singing, &c.; are they 
taught to make their own clothes, or domestic economny in general?-In general 
they do, exceptinig singing at the dlay schools; at Sunday-schools they learn sing- 
ing; girls are tauight to make clothes. 

Do the boys learn the use of carpenters' tools so as to be able to make or mend 
their own furniture ?-Not at school; many pitmen have acquired a good kInowledge 
of the use of carpeniters' tools, and make their own furniture. 

General remarks on the description of educationi received, and whether any at- 
tention is bestowed on the cultivation of the moral qtualities ? What process of 
training is adopted ?-Are taught reading, writing, arithmetic, and the girls sewing 
in addition, with due attention to moral and religiouis instruction, particularly in 
Sabbath-schools; they learn a catechism, read the Bible an(d New Testament daily, 
and commit to memory portions of Scripture as tasks. 

Is there much desire for education eviniced by the parents of children in general ? 
-Yes. 

Are they given to reading; have they generally many books; of what kind ?- 
Not generally; have generally a few books; mostly religious. 

Are there any libraries in the village; of how many volumes; what kind of 
works chiefly ? 

Average rate of subscription, and of volumes issued monthly ? 
Are the teachers regularly trained, or do they teach because they are disqualified 

for anything else ?-ln day-schools they are mostly regularly trained; in Sabbath- 
schools from a desire to improve youth. 

What branches are they qualified to teach ?-Reading, writing, and arithmetic in 
its early stages. 

What are the terms for tuition ?-Given before (lid. per week in the national 
school for each scholar). 

Is there any salary in addition to the fees ?-Yes, in the case of the national 
school the master receives 201. and the mistress 15!. per year, from the respectable 
inhabitants. 

In what estimation is the office of a schoolmaster held ?-Not held in great esti- 
mation in general. 
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APPENDIX No. 3. 

Statistics of a Mining or Pit Village (continued). 
RATE OF WAGES, &C. 

What is the average rate of wages earned by the able-bodied workmen, specify- 
ing the different classes; hewers, putters, banksmen, masons, miners, washers, 
smelters, &c. ?-Hewers 3s. 9d., putters 3s. 9d., banksmen 4s. 7d.. waggonmen 3s. 6d., 
enginemen 3s. 4d., masons, 3s. 5d., smiths 3s. 2d. per day, with house, firing, and 
garden in addition; the hewers for six, and all the others for twelve hours per day. 

What are the average earnings of boys; of girls ?-Boys about 16 years of age 
2s. 3d. per day; no girls employed. 

What is the average age at which boys and girls go to work above and under 
ground ?-Boys 9 years; no girls employed. 

Are boys and girls more generally employed now than formerly ?-Boys not 
more; girls less than formerly, none being now employed, whereas 20 years ago 
they were. 

Are there any circumstances peculiar to your district, which lead to the employ- 
ment of boys at an earlier age, or of girls and women, in the mines ?-No. 

At what age do females generally cease to work in the mines ?-None employed. 
At what age do men usually become disabled from work ?-About 66 years. 
How malny hours a-day do men usually work under-ground ? Boys and girls ? 

What distance do they go to work ?-Men six to eight hours, boys twelve hours; 
distance under a mile. 

Are they paid by the day or by the piece ?-Sometimes one and sometimes the 
other, but mostly by the piece. 

What quantity of coal can an able-bodied hewer work in a day ?-About six 
tons. 

Are the average earnings more. or less now than formerly ?-About the same. 
For what time, and on what terms, are men usually employed ?-Bound for a 

year on terms agreed upon between the parties. 
Is it by written agreement, or otherwise ?-By written agreement. 
Are their houses generally granted as part of their agreement, or do they pay 

rent ?-Have house, firing, and garden free. 
What rent is usually paid ?-None by the workmen. 
Are the occupiers liable to be ejected at the will of the proprietor ?-No, except 

in the determination of their hiring, and only then, after a further given time. 
Average number of removals per annum ?-About one in teD of the people 

employed. 
Does the truck system prevail ?-Not at all. 
What shops exist in the village ; Are they kept by persons engaged in any 

other calling or connected with the colliery ?-The shops are all kept by people un- 
connected with the colliery. 

Do the pitmen generally purchase their food, clothing, &c., in the village ?-Partly 
so, and part at the principal neighbouring towns. 

Do they pay ready money or take credit ?-In the village they generally take a 
fortnight's credit, but if they go to towns they generally pay ready money. 

What is their usual food; how is it generally cooked; and is there any thing re- 
markable in their clothing ?-A due proportion of animal food, roast and boiled, 
with wheaten bread; their clothing is good, but nothing remarkable about it. 

What is the usual occupation of the women ?-Household affairs, and in harvest 
field-labour. 

Do they generally keep the purse ?-Yes. 
General remarks on the style of living of the pitmen.-Are very regular in their 

habits; associate together at their leisure for amusement and instruction, such as is 
obtained at night schools; arithmetic, &c. 
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PAUPERISM. 

What number and proportion of the population are unable to support themselves 
by their labour ?-About one in thirty. 

What number from old age, from sickness, or from infirmities occasioned by 
accident ?-Cannot say. 

How are these persons supported,-by relations, by the owners of the mines, or 
from the poor rates ?-By the owners of the mines to the extent of 5s. per week, 
and from the poor's rate. 

How many persons in the village receive relief from the poor rates ?-One 
hundred and ninety-five. 

Is the proportion of such on the increase or the decline P-On the increase, but 
trifling. 

Are there any benefit societies established; if so, how are they encouraged; 
what is their nature and constitution; the weekly payment and allowances in case 
of accident, sickness, or death ?-Yes; a copy of the rules of the principal one is 
sent lherewith. 

STATE OF CRIME. 

Annual number of criminals for the last five years ?-Cannot say; but few. 
Proportion of male to female criminals ?-Cannot say. 
Of adult to juvenile delinquents ?-Cannot say. 
What number of crimes against property; what number against person? - 

Cannot say. 
Age at which crimes against property prevail; age at which those against person ? 

-Cannot say. 
How many public-houses are there in the village ?-Thirty public-houses, and 

and fifteen beer-shops. 
Are they much frequented; and if on some days more than others, what days ?- 

Very little, excepting on pay Fridays and Saturdays once a fortnight. 
Is drunkenness prevalent, and to what extent does it appear to conduce to crime ? 

-No. 
General observations. 

STRIKES. 

What strikes have occurred during the last ten years ?-Two; commencinig 5th 
April, 1831, and 5th April, 1832. 

What has been the duration of each ?-One two months, and the other five months 
and a half. 

What the objects, and how far successful P-Increased wages, but they did not 
ucceed. 
How did the men live in the interval; on their savings, or by creditP-On 

credit. 
If on credit, did they buy their goods in the village ?-Mostly. 
Were their payments faithfully performed, or did the shop-keepers lose by the 

men proving faithless to their engagements?-In very many instances the shop- 
keepers suffered. 

General remarks on the good or ill effects of the strikes.-The effects of the 
strikes were such as to throw many out of employment, and to increase the poor's 
rate for a time. 

DISEASE, ACCIDENTS) &C. 

General observations on the salubrity of the village, and the longevity of the 
inhabitants.-The villages are healthy, and many of the inhabitants live to the age 
of 84 or 85 years. 

What diseases are most prevalent ? Do they arise from the work in the mines ? 
-Asthma is the most prevalent disease, arising partly from working in the mines, 
but only in half-broken constitutions. 

Are there any diseases caused by the local peculiarities of the village ? and if so, 
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specify their nature, and the causes, distinguishing them from those usually 
occasioned by working in the mines.-None. 

Are there any diseases from which the workmen, in consequence of their occupa- 
tion or habits, are supposed to be specially exempt ?-None. 

Of the different kinds of employment or classes of workmen, which is considered 
the most and the least healthful ?-No difference observable. 

Does change from one kind to another, as from mining to working above ground, 
tend to restore health ?-In some cases, but very seldom. 

Is disease supposed to be on the decline, or otherwise ?-On the decline. 
What number of accidents has taken place in the last five years ?-Accidents to 

33 individuals occur yearly oni the average out of 975 people employed. 
How many have terminated fatally; how many have permanently disable(d the 

workmen ?-About six on the average in a year have terminated fatally, and one 
permanently disabled. 

State the nature of the accidents, and the general causes.-Principally frac- 
tures, dislocations, and burns. 

Do they usually happen from events unable to be foreseen, or from carelessness of 
the men ?-Fractures and dislocations are mostly boys, and are got carelessly, an(d 
in the case of burns often carelessly, but sometimes from unforeseeni occurrences, such 
as unexpected feeders and consequient accumulation of gas; but to a trifling extent. 

Are accidents diminishing or increasing in number ? If less innlumber, does 
this arise from improvements in machinery, or from greater caution in the miners ? 
-Diminishing, arising principally from greater caution in the miners through 
advice from the overlookers. 

In what way is medical and surgical assistance supplied to the village, and what 
do the miners usually pay tor such assistance ?-Surgical assistance is stupplied by 
the owners of the colliery gratis; medical assistance is also supplied gratis in case 
of accident, buLt for the families of the pitmen they p)rovide it themselves. 

Who pays for surgical assistance in case of accidents, the owners or the men ?- 
The owners-see answers to last query. 

Do the owners contract for the services of a surgeon, and at what rate ?-A sur- 
geon is appointed by the company at a salary of 1601. per annium, with coals for his 
dwelling-house. 

APPENDIX No. 4. 
Queries relative to the Ventilation, to the quantity of Water in the 

Mines, and to the Steam Engines employed in working them. 
VENTILATION, &c. 

How is the mine ventilated ?-By coursing the air, and by rarefaction by 
furnaces. 

Length of air courses ?-From 3 to 11 miles. 
Average velocity of air in the courses, and how estimated ?-4.* feet per second, 

taken by exploding a small quantity of gunpowder and timing the smoke. In the 
main roads is 12 feet per second. 

Average cost of maintaining the air courses per mile ?-101. 10s. per mile per 
annum. 

Average temperature of the air at the bottom of the shaft, and in the farthest 
workings ?-Bottom of shaft 660, farthest workings 700, 

Quantity of fire or choke damp ?-Considerable. 
Kind of lamp in use; why this lamp ?-Davy's lamp; preferred, being conisidered 

perfectly safe. 
Are you aware, from personal observation, of any circumstances in which a 

Davy lamp,' in good order, has proved dangerous in the hands of a careful mintr ? 
-No, if properly used. 

Average original cost of lamps, and expense of upholding them; expense of oil 
(to the workman ?)-Original cost 7s. 6d. each lamp; expense of upholding 1a. 9d. 
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per hundred per day, or for 800 lamps about 200?. per annum. The colliery 
owners find the oil for the workmen. 

Capital invested in lamps ?-3031. 

SPRINGS AND FEEDERS OF WATER. 

Name and locality of the mine.-Hetton, about 6 miles east of the City of 
Durham. 

Quantity of water in the mine.-In the mines feeders are met with, but they are 
inconsiderable. 

In sinking, were feeders met with at different depths; were they copious or 
otherwise; and what was the quality of the water ? (impregnated with salt, soda, 
iron, alum, &c. ?)-Yes; in the first sinking the principal feeder was 2000 gallons; 
in the second 1000 gallons; and in the third 1600 gallons per minute; mostly 
fresh water; when impregnated at all, it is with iron. 

Is the water applied to any economical purpose; in salt works, in feeding canals, 
driving machinery, &c. ?-In driving machinery. 

Does the occurrence of such springs render any special precautions necessary ?- 
Tubbing; all the shaft feeders are tubbed of. 

Is tubbing in use; if not why ?-Yes. 
Is the suipply of water in the mine constant or periodical-does it vary at different 

times of the day, or at different seasons of the year? Does it appear on the whole 
to increase or the contrary ?-Constant-stationary. 

Do the workings appear to affect the general drainage of the springs on the sur- 
face ?-Not at this colliery. 

Is the mine drained by engines or levels, or both ?-By engines only. 
If any accidents have happened from inundations, can you give the particulars ? 

-None have happened. 
PUMPING ENGINES. 

Name of the pit.-Hetton collieries; Eppleton pit. 
Depth from which the water is raised ?-180 fathoms. 
Principal engines, when built, and by whom ?-Eppleton engine, built in 1832 by 

the Hetton Coal Company's workmen. 
Diameter of the cylinder ?-781 iinches. 
Load in lbs. per square inch on the piston ?-l0 lbs. 
Length of stroke in the cylinder ?-120 inches. 
Velocity of stroke in and out of doors. 
Time of rest relative to the number of strokes. 
Condensing or non-condensing ?-Condensing. 
Double or sinigle ?-Double. 
Expansive or non-expansive ?-Non-expansive. 
Steam pressure in the cylinder at the closino of the steam valve.*-10 lbs. per 

superficial inch. h 
Ditto ditto at the end of the stroke.*-Ditto ditto. 
Mean steam pressure on the piston in lbs. per square inch.*-Ditto ditto. 
Amount of expansion, if any (or proportion of the stroke cut off) ?-None. 
Contents in cubic feet of the clearance and nozzle spaces and of cylinder ?- 

About 25 at the top and 11 at tIle bottom; nozzle spaces 1-5th of the cylinder, 
about 403 cubic feet. 

Consumption of coal in tons (or parts of a ton) per hour ?-4 tons per day. 
Average number of strokes per minute ?-31 per minute. 
Load in the shaft in lbs ?-101,317 lbs. 
Diameter of the working barrels of the pumps (or of the plungers) ?-17; inches. 
Length of stroke in the pumps ?-8 feet 6 inches. 
* The answers to these three queries are obtained by the use of the indicator. 
VOL. II. PART V. L 
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Number of lifts ?-5. 
Depth of the lifts ?-One 33A fathoms; second, 43k; third, 44; fourth, 431; and fifth, 11 fathoms. 
Forcing or lifting pumps ?-Lifting. 
Is the draught diagonal or vertical ?-In the engine part diagonal and part ver- 

tical; in the pit vertical. 
Average quantity of water delivered per minute ?-294 gallons. 
Pounds lifted one foot high per ton of coal ?*-109,515,010 lbs. 

WINDING ENGINES. 

Depth from which the coal is raised? -175 fathoms. 
Condensing or not condensing ?-Both. 
Diameter of the cylinder ?-Condensing, 30, 383, 38k, and 381; non-condensing, 

24, 27, 30, and 381 inches. 
Length of the stroke ?-Condensing, 5, 6, 6, and 6; non-condensing, 5, 5, 5, and 

6 feet. 
Average niumber of strokes per minute ?-22. 
Mean steam pressure on the piston ?-Condensing, 10 lbs. per square inch, and 

non-condensing 35 lbs. 
Consumption of coal in tons ?-47 tons in 12 hours for the eight engines. 
Weight of the corf, loaded and empty ?-Least corf and load 151 cwt.; 2 corves, 

3 ; greatest 3 loaded. Tub and load 251 cwt.; tub alone 71 cwt. 
Weight of the rope in the shaft ?-Various weights. 
Kind of rope, iron wire, chain ? average wear and tear ?-Flat hempen twined; 

average wear and tear lid. per chaldron of 53 cwt. 
Time of drawing ?-Least weight 1 miniute; greatest weight 90 seconds. 
Velocity ?-1050 feet (one-fifth of a mile) and 700 feet per minute. 
Average number of corves raised 100 fathoms in 24 hours ?-5040. 
Whether cogged wheels are used or not, to alter crank velocity, &c., &c., and 

their relation ?-Not used. 
Are plain or fusee barrels used for winding; their relations to the velocity, &c. ? 
Pounds lifted one foot high per ton of coal ?-40,642,560 lbs. 

CYLINDERS. 

Whether with or without steam jacket, and if hot air has ever been used in the 
jacket in lieu of steam ?-Without; never used. 

Cooling from radiation; how prevented; and with what ?-Not provided against. 
BOILERS. 

Steam pressure in the boiler; load per square inch on the safety valve P-Con- 
densing engine boilers 10 lbs. per square inch, and non-condensing 35. 

Construction of the boiler ?-Cylindrical. 
Length, breadth, and depth of boiler; or diameter, if with internal flues; and 

thickness of plates P-None used with internal flues. 
How protected from external air?P-Placed in a house. 
Area of surface exposed to fire ?-560 feet for a 50 horse condensing engine. 
Area of surface exposed in the flues ?-6 feet per horse power of the engine. 
Length and breadth of fire bars ?-Length about 4 feet 8 inches, and breadth 

about 6 feet. 
Water space in cubic feet, including steati pipes ?-From 750 feet to 2500. 
Steam space including steam pipes in cubic feet ?-From 770 feet to 2620. 
* This unit is large; the Cornish reports have for the unit an imperial bushel 

averaging 94 lbs. of Welsh coal. Capfain Teague reported his engines with 112 lbs. or 1 cwt. for the unit. This latter unit may be adopted instead of the ton if pre- ferred. 
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Evaporation in cubic feet per hour ?-Cannot say. 
Evaporation in cubic feet per ton of coal ?-625 gallons (or 6'8 lbs. of coal per 

gallon). 
Coals in tons, or part of a ton per hour ?-From i to i of a ton per hour. 
Cost and quality of the coal ?-Small coals from the best seam; value 5s. per 

chaldron of 53 cwt. 
Height of chimney; and why ?-From 35 to 60 feet. 
Temperature of the water supplied-to the boiler ?-About 1000. 
Temperature of the water supplied to the condenser?-Cold water; different 

temperatures 
See Economy of a Coal Field, p. 46; and De la Beche's Report on the Geology of 

Cornwall, p. 550. 

APPENDIX, No. 5. 

Statistics of the Iron Trade. 
LOCAL HISTORY AND PRESENT STATE OF THE MANUFACTURE. 

Any traces of ancient bloomeries in the district ? 
Can you state any particulars of their history, the mode of smelting, the ore and 

fuel employed, the quantity produced, by whom worked, when abandoned, &c. ? 
Quantity of pig and bar iron now manufactured? 
Can vou give a tabular view of the quantity produced per annum for the last 10, 

15, or any other number of years past, with the average market price at each period ? 
ORES, COAL, AND LIMESTONS. 

Iron Ores.-Kind and quality employed? 
Richness in iron per cent. ? 
Xind of pig and bar iron (brittle, hot or cold, short, &c.) they yield, alone and 

mixed ? 
Geological position and extent in the district P 
Distance of mines from the works, and price of ore at the mines or when delivered ? 
Any peculiarities in the ore or its mode of occurrence ? 
Average quantity of ore consumed in your works per annum ? 
Coal.-Kind of coal employed ? its heating powet, yield of coke per ton, &c. ? 
Distance of mine from the works, and price of coal when delivered ? 
Relative quantities used in the state of coke and of raw coal ? 
Average quantity of coal used per annum; a, in roasting the ore; b, in smelting, 

refining, &c.; c, for other purposes? 
Limestone.-Kind of limestone employed? 
Locality and distance from which it is brought ? 
By canal, railway, or otherwise ? 
Price per ton at the mine and cost of conveyance to the works ? 

SMELTING, &C. 

Number of furnaces now at work? number out of work aud of new ones building ? 
Produce per week of each furnace in tons? 
Mode of smelting, by hot or cold blast, and why ? 
Pressure of the blast used in either case per square inch? 
Do you find it necessary to mix any ore from a distant part of the country with 

the produce of the local mines ? 
Dimensions, form, and thickness of the furnace? 
(The relative heights of the dam, tuyeres, and tymp plate from the bottom of the 

heartb, and the number and size of the nose pipes, may be included in the descrip- 
tion of the furnace.) 2 
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Relative quiantities of ore, coal, and limestone employed in manufacturing one 
ton of pig iron, by hot or cold blast, or both ? 

Coal used in manufacturing one ton of pig into bar iron ? 
Comparative quality, produce, and cost of iron by each process ? 
Has the quantity of ore or of all these minerals necessary to produce a ton of 

iron diminished of late years, and in what proportion ? 
Slays and Cinders.-Average per centage of iron contained in the finery cinder ? 
What quantity of this cinder is returned into the furnace ? 
What effect has it upon the iron when re-smelted with the raw ore? 
What per centage of the whole iron contained in the ore is rejected in the state 

of cinder ? 
Is this quantity less now than formerly ? 
Is the slag applied to any useful purpose, in mending roads, &c. 

WORIKMEN. 

Number of men and boys employed in the works, distinguishing their several de- 
partments or occupations ? 

At what age are boys admitted, and for what kind of work ? 
Wages of each cla3s of workmen? 
Their general habits, cleanliness, sobriety, industry, general intelligence, &c. ? 
Healthiness of their employments ? 
Is any class of them subject to special disease ? 
How many hours a day do they work, specifying each class of workmen ? 
For what time, and on what terms, re men usually employed ? is it by written 

agreement ? 
Can you state any particulars in regard to the length of time during which the 

workmen have been in your service, or generally if they are given to change from 
place to place ? 

Changes in the Population of the Prussian States, during the Year 
1838. Translated from Prussian Official Documents. By BERNARD 
HEBELER, Esq., F.S.S., Consul-General to His Majesty the King of 
Prussia. 

THE census of the whole eight provinces of the Prussian dominions, 
completed at the close of the year 1837, including the army, showed 

Apopulation of. . . . . * . 14,098,125. 
In the course of the year 1838, 

the number of births was * * . 566,339, 
,, ,, deaths was . . . 392,934, 

There was, consequently, an increase of . . . 173,405. 

which, leaving out of consideration the changes produced by 
emigration and immigrationi, would make the total popula- 
tion at the end ofthe year 1838 . . . . 14,271,530. 

On the average there have been for every 100,000 inhabitants living at the 
commencement of the year 1838, births . . . 4017 

,, deaths . . . 2787 

Excess of births . . * 1230 
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